Pre-cooker Handling System
Our strength is your security...
WRH specializes in rugged,
dependable food handling and
processing solutions made from
extraordinary designs and materials.
We appreciate this opportunity to
serve you and earn your business.

End-wall vents eliminate oversaturated bottom fish Self-stacking trays increase retort capacity by 50%

NEW!

Locking hold-down option

Heavy duty oversized frame and hook handle

Custom wheels

Eliminate pre-cooker baskets, racks and disposable
liners with self-stacking trays, dollies and handles
for simple, efficient and money saving processing
Designed by industry operators to increase yield and productivity
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Features and benefits of our PATENTS PENDING handling system:
 Baskets (Outside LxWxH 32.2” x 15.1” x 6.4” Inside H 5.6”, 4.5 pounds):
- Self-stacking design eliminates racks for maximum useable space
- Can be used in existing rack systems as a basket to fit existing racks
- If you exceed your pre-cooker capacity in the future, the system can be r
reconfigured to replace or re-configure the existing racks for a dolly
- Non-stick Teflon® formulation eliminates disposable paper liners
- Eliminates the grill marks / lost skinning yield caused by wire baskets
- Pent roof bottom / end-wall drains stop saturating bottom fish with oil
- Deep stacking inter-locks, optional top tray hold-down rough handling
- Low profile sidewalls fast cool down & maximum side-spray coverage
- Stain-resistant, fast washing, impervious to most sanitation chemicals
 Dollies, handles, casters, wheels (to handle two stacks of baskets):
- Custom extruded stainless steel angle with an internal 3mm “radius”
corner for exceptional cleanability and crush strength.
- Oversized frame from 50mm x 50mm x 3.5mm 304 stainless steel angle
- Self-locating/quick release handle to steer, push and pull the dolly
- Many options including 6x2” wheels (and retort temp versions)
- All stainless hardware including zerk fitted axles
 Peace of mind performance guarantee:
- Built from NSF/CE/FDA/USDA compliant designs and materials that are
safe & internationally accepted for direct food contact
- Backed by our unprecedented 3 YEAR BREAKAGE WARRANTY*.
Other WRH improved product : retort separator sheets (longer life), rigid plastic precooker basket liners (replaces paper), self-stacking retort racks (pouches &
cans), racks & dollies, casters & wheels (6x2+), loin processing/microwave/blast
freezing tubs, fish handling hooks (several designs), tunnel (tote/basket) washing
machines.

Teflon® is a registered trademark of DuPont.

